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HOCHSCHILD AND CYCLIC HOMOLOGY
ARE FAR FROM BEING HOMOTOPY FUNCTORS

S. GELLER AND C. WEIBEL

(Communicated by Donald S. Passman)

Abstract. Given a homology theory H»(A) on rings, based on a natural chain

complex, one can form a new theory Hi (A) which is universal with respect

to the homotopy property H»(A) ~ Ht(A[t]). We show that the homotopy

theories HH* and HC¡¡ associated to Hochschild and cyclic homology are

both zero. On the other hand, if HCZ denotes Goodwillie's variant of cyclic

homology, and A contains a field of characteristic 0, we show that (HC~)ÍA

is Connes' periodic cyclic homology HP,(A).

A functor F from the category of associative rings with unit to an abelian

category is called a homotopy functor if F(A) —► F(A[t]) is an isomorphism for

every ring A . If [F]A denotes the coequalizer of

F(A[t])'^F(A),

then [F] is a homotopy functor, and F —> [F] is universal with respect to

maps from F to homotopy functors.

One way to measure how far F is from a homotopy functor is to study the

groups NnF(A) of [Bass, XII], defined by

N"F(A) = H ker{F(^[tl, ... , tn]) '^ F(A[tx,...,?,.,..., *„})}.
i=i

The map A[tx, ... ,tn] —► A[tx, ... ,tn_x] sending tn to 1 - J2h induces a

map d0: N"F(A) —> N"~ F (A), and these fit together to form a chain complex

N'F(A) : 0 «- F (A) £-' NF(A) & N2F(A) &- N3F(A) <-.
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We call N'F(A) the "Moore Complex" of F(A). In §2, we show that, if A is a

k-algebra, HHm(A) denotes Hochschild homology, and &™/k denotes Kahler

differentials (for commutative A), then N'HHm(A) and N'Sl™,k are exact.

The corresponding result for the cyclic homology group 77Cm is not true for

m^O. (See §3.)

When F,(A) arises as the homology of a natural chain complex C(A), as

is the case for Hochschild and cyclic homology, there is a more subtle notion

of homotopy. Following [Wl.2.2], we define a new homotopy functor Ft in

§1, arising as the homology of the total chain complex of N'C(A), which is

universal in the appropriate sense. We then show that 7777t (A) — HCt (A) =

0, which shows just how far Hochschild and cyclic homology are from being

homotopy functors. Finally, we apply these ideas in §4 to Goodwillie's variant
—   h

HCt of cyclic homology. If A contains Q, we show that (77C )t(A) is

HPt(A), Connes' periodic cyclic homology. This emphasizes the central role of

HC~ in cyclic homology.

1. The Moore complex

In this section, we discuss ways of measuring how much a functor F fails to

be a homotopy functor. We use the simplicial ring AA of ,4-valued algebraic

functions on the standard p-simplex (denoted P(A) in [And]). Thus,

aHA = AltQ,...,tk]ffëïJ1--\)-*A[ti,...,tlt],

while the face and degeneracy maps are given by

dj(t¡) = 0,       s¡(t.) = tt; + ti+x,

d^tj) = tj or t._,,       and Sj(tA = t¡ or tj+l

if i $ j, depending on whether j < i or j > i.

Now let F be a functor from rings to an abelian category. It is well-known

[May, §22] that the simplicial homotopy groups of the simplicial object F(AA)

are the same as the homology groups of either the chain complex

or of the associated "Moore complex" N'F(A) described in the introduction.

For example, it is easy to see that

n0F(AA) = H0(NF(A)) = [F]A.

We may think of the rest of the njF(AA) = Hi(N'F(A)) as left derived functors

of [F].
Now suppose that we are given a functorial chain complex C(A), and set

Fn(A) = Hn(C(A)). In addition to the homotopy functors [7*^], we have the

functors Fn (A) = Hn(\C(AA)\), where |C(A/4)| means the total complex of the

associated double complex N C(A). As in [WI, 2.4], the functors Fn (A) are
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homotopy functors. If C is bounded below, the maps [Fn] -* Fn  are the edge

maps of a convergent spectral sequence

(Cf. [CE, XV.6], [And, 2.3].) We draw attention to an immediate consequence

of this formalism:

Lemma 1.2. Suppose Ft(A) = Ht(C(A)) for a natural complex C(A).

(i) If FJA) = FJA[tx, ... ,fj) for all m, n, then FJA) = Fhm(A) for
all m.

(ii) If the Moore complexes N'FJA) are exact for all m, then F'(A) = 0

for all m.

2.  HOCHSCHILD HOMOLOGY

The formalism of the last section makes sense if we replace the category of

rings by a category 31 such that, whenever A is in 31, so are the objects and

maps in AA. For example if A: is a commutative ring, we can consider either

the category of k-algebras and the Hochschild homology functors HHm(A),

or the category of commutative /c-algebras and the Kahler differential functors

Q™,¿. . Note that HHm(A) is Hm of the natural chain complex of /c-modules

C(A) : 0 <- A <- A ®k A <- A ®k A ®k A <- ...

(see [CE, IX.6], [Mac, X.4]). We can now construct the functors 7777^ as

in §1.

Theorem 2.1. For every m and every k-algebra A,
(i) HHhJA) = [HHJA = 0.

(ii)  The Moore complex N'HHm(A) is exact, where N'HHm(A) is:

0 - 7777m(^) .- 7V7777m(^) - N2HHJA) - • • ■ .

Theorem 2.2. For every m, let Çlm(A) = £l™/k denote the Kahler differential

functor. Then for every commutative ring A the Moore complex

N'am(A) : 0 «- Çïm(A) *-. NQm(A) +- N2ÇT(A) <- ...

is split exact. (The splitting is not natural.)

Proof that Theorem 2.2 implies Theorem 2.1. The Künneth formula [Mac, V. 10.1

and X.7] yields

7777m(^[ílJ...,íJ^  0 HHi(A)Ç$HHj(k[tx,...,tn]),
i+j=m

so that N"HHm(A) ~ 0 H H ¡{A) ® NnHHß). Thus it is enough to show that

N'HH.(k) is split exact for all /. But this is Theorem 2.2, since by [HKR,

5.1] we have

HHjikit,,...,^]) ^nJk[t¡ ,t„]/k ■
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Proof of Theorem 2.2. For every commutative /c-algebra A,

am,... M/k - («V <8>,^. > • • • >'j) 0 (^<g> O^,,... A]/t)
by [Mat, 26.J], so that

cim(A[tx,...,tn])=  0 fl''(¿)(g) £*'(*[*,,... ,/„]).
i+j=m

Therefore it is enough to prove that N'Çlm(k) is split exact for all w. But

each /c-module NpQm(k) is projective, since by [Bass, XII.7.3] it is a direct

summand of the free /c-module Qm(k[tl, ... ,tA). Therefore it suffices to

prove that N'Clm(k) is exact for all m .

We proceed by induction on m . When m = 0, Q (A) = A , and NpÇï (k)

is the ideal (tx...tn)k[tx, ... ,tn] of the ring k[tx, ... ,tn]. The differential

N"Cl°(k) -» N"~lQ°(k) sends t, to tj for j¿n, and sends tn to 1-£"!,' tj ■

The proof of exactness of Nil (k) is now a pleasant exercise.

Let us analyze the groups NmÇlm(k) slightly, introducing some notation,

before continuing. We write k[Tn] for k[tx, ... ,tn]. Since Çlm(k[Tn]) = 0

for m > n, N"Clm(k) = 0 for n < m. Thus the complex 7vr'Qm(/c) starts in

degree m with

NmQm(k) = nm(k[TJ) ~ k[Tm]       on dtx A ■ • ■ A ¿tm .

In order to describe the rest of N'Çlm(k), let I — {ix, ... ,im} be an ordered

m-element subset of {I, ... ,n} ('ordered' means i, < ■ ■ • < im ). Set

<v)=( n ',) <"/, a • • • a ̂ ^  in a^» •

Then a straightforward computation shows that NnÇïm(k) is the direct sum of

copies of k[Tn] on generators co™(I).

In order to take advantage of the inductive hypothesis, we filter the complex

N'Clm(k) by subcomplexes Fp , where Fp is the /c[TJ-submoduleof NnÇlm(k)

generated by those co™(I) with 7ç{l,...,p}. Since N'Qm(k) is the union

of the F', there is a convergent spectral sequence

K< = HP+9(Fp/K+0 => H^iN-OTik))

attached to the filtration [Mac, XI.3.1 and 3.2]. Since Fp+q = 0 for q < 0 or

p < m, this is a first quadrant spectral sequence. To prove Theorem 2.2, we

will show that E2  =0 for all p , q.

We first show that Ex = 0 for q ¿ 0. Since Fm_x = 0, El = 0 for p < m ,

and we may begin with E . Let a>r = <y™(l, 2, ... , m) ; the complex 7^ has

Frm = 0 for r < m, and T7^ = /c[Tr] on generator cor. Since <7 : FrJ —► F^

sends c<;r+1 to (1 - X¡ í,)wr, we can identify F'm with that portion of the exact
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complex Nil (k) which lies in degrees > m. Hence Elmq — Hm+q(Fm) = 0

for q / 0, and

EL = HJFm) = (k[Tm]/(\ -Y.tjnTJ)œm = k[Tm_x].

When p > m , the computation of Ep is slightly more complicated, because

Fp/Fp_x = ®jk[Tr]œ™(I U {p}), the sum running over all ordered (m - 1)-

tuples 7 of {1, ... ,p - 1} . The boundary map d sends 0)™(I U {p}) to

(1 - £i,Km_i(/U{p}) if r > p. (If r < p, dl = 0 because Fp~l = 0.)

Thus F'm is a direct sum (over 7 ) of subcomplexes, each isomorphic to that

portion of the exact complex N'£l°(k)  lying in degrees > p.   In this case

Epg = HP+cI(Fp/FP-l) = oif<níQ>™¿

Ko = Hp(FpfFp-0 = ̂ (k[Tp]/(i-J2ti)k[Tp])oJ;(IU{p})
I

= 0M?;_1]<_-1(7)^.

Having shown that Ep =0 for q ^ 0, we need only see that the complex Et0

is exact in order to see that E =0 for all p, q , and hence that N'Çlm(k) is

exact. But exactness of EtQ follows from our inductive hypothesis and

Lemma 2.3. For each m > 1, the chain complex Em0 is naturally isomorphic to

the chain complex /V'Qm-1(/c)[-l], i.e., N'ÇÏ"~l(k) shifted to the left by one.

Proof. Letting 7 run over all ordered (m - l)-tuples of {1, ... ,p - 1}, and

writing co(I) for ok~, (I), we havep-

TP-lf^m~i/J\ /TN I   fT 1       I T\Np-lÇlm-1(k) = @k[Tp_x]co(I),

i
k

Ep0 = ®iTP-iMI)Adt
Ii

Thinking of k[T'   x](o(I) A dt    as a subgroup of Fp  ç ílm(k[Tp]), we can

calculate dx by applying the differential dQ: Np£lm(k) -S Np~xÇlm(k) in the

original Moore complex. If f £ k[T _,], we have

p-i

dX ([fœ(I)Adtp) = -fa){I)A¿2dtj    rnod(Fp_2 + d(Fp_x))

' -m-¿ztj)a>;:2l(i)Adtp_x

ifp-l£I,

+ f^:2(I -{p-^AZdtjA dtp_ j

{ ifp-l£l,
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where / denotes f(tx, ... ,tp_2,1 - £*,-) e k[Tp_2]. Since this is (-1)

times the differential of fco(I) £ Np~lQ,m~l(k), it follows that the map from

Np~ Çlm~ (k) to Ep0 sending fco(I) to (-l)pfco(I)Adtp is an isomorphism

of chain complexes, whence the lemma.

Corollary 2.4. If I is an ideal of a k-algebra A, the relative Moore complex

N'HHJA,I) is split exact for all m. If A —► 77 sends I isomorphically
onto an ideal of the k-algebra B, then the double relative Moore complex

NHHJA, B, I) is also split exact for all m.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, the Kiinneth formula yields

HHJA[T],I[T])=  0 HHi(A,I)(&HHj(k[T]).
i+j=m

The complex N HHJA,I) is therefore the direct sum of the complexes

H H ¡(A, 7)®7VHHAk), each of which is split exact. A similar argument applies

in the double relative case.

3. Cyclic homology

We can now apply the results for Hochschild homology to get similar, but

weaker, results for cyclic homology. For example, the complex N'HC0(A) is

exact for every A:-algebra A because 77C0 = HH0. On the other hand, since

HC2(k) s HC2(k[t]) = k, it is easy to see that N HC2(k) is not exact.

Recall from [LQ] that there is a double complex B(A) for which HCt(A)
k

is the homology of Tot(B(A)). We can now construct the functors 77COT as

in §1.

Theorem 3.1. For every k-algebra A,

(i)  The Moore complex N'HC0(A) is exact.

(ii) The Moore complex

0 «- HCX(A) *- NHCX(A) *- N2HCX(A) «- N3HCX(A)

is exact at HCX (A) and NHCX (A), but is not always exact at N HCX (A).

(iii) HChJA) = 0 for every m.

Proof. As in [LQ, 1.6], one has an exact sequence of simplicial complexes

0 -► C(AA) -* B(AA) -► 77(A^)[-2] ̂ 0.

This gives a long exact sequence, part of which is

7777^) - 77C^) - HChm_2(A) - HHhm_x(A).

By Theorem 2.1, this makes the groups HCJA) periodic in m . However, by

construction we have HCJA) = 0 for m < 0, proving iii).
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To prove ii), we use the spectral sequence

E*   = NPHC(A) => HC*{A) = 0.pq q\    i P+9V    '

Now HC (A) = 0 for q < 0, and the row q = 0 is exact by i). The row q = 1
2 2 2 2

is the Moore complex of ii), and we have Eox — Exx = 0, E2X = E02 = [HC2]A .

This proves ii) since, for example, [HC2]k — HC2(k) ~ k .

Remark 3.2. When Q c A, it follows from [G, II.4.6] that

0 -» NpHCm_x(A) - NPHHJA) -» NPHCJA) -» 0

is exact for p > 1. Using 3.1(i), we see that the Moore complex N'HCX(A) is

exact except at N 77C, (A). Moreover,

HC0(A) & 77C2(,4) ♦- NHC2(A) *- N2HC2(A)

is exact, [77CJ.4 is the image of S: HCJA) -* HCm_2(A), and N'HCJA)

is exact at NpHCJA) for all p > m .

Remark 3.3. The proof of Theorem 3.1 makes it clear that, if one cites Corollary

2.4 instead of 2.1, both 3.1 and 3.2 remain valid with HCJA) replaced by

HCJA,I) or even HCJA,B,I). We content ourselves with an application

to double relative AT-theory that we shall need in [GW2].

Corollary 3.4. Let A —> 77 be a ring map, and I an ideal of A mapped isomor-

phically onto an ideal of B. Then the following are exact sequences:

(i) the entire Moore complex for KX(A,B, 7) :

0 <- K^A.B,1) <- NK^A.B,1) <-«- NpKX(A,B,1) *-.

(ii) The beginning of the Moore complex for K2(A, B, I) :

0^K2(A,B,I)^NK2(A,B,I)*-N2K2(A,B,I).

Proof. The calculations of [GW1] show that KX(A,B,1) is naturally isomor-

phic to HC0(A,B,1), so /') follows from 3.3. Using the Gersten-Anderson

spectral sequence [W3,3.5]

Elpq = N"K9{A,B,I)=>0       (P>0,q>l).

We see by i) that E2 = 0 for all p . Therefore E22 = E2X2 = 0, proving ii).

4. Periodic cyclic homology

In a similar spirit, one can study the theories 77C~(A) and HPt(A) of [G2].

These functors are the homology groups of natural double chain complexes

B~(A) and 77P(A), respectively.
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Theorem 4.1. Let A be a k-algebra. Then for all m,
(i)  (HC~)hJA) = HPhJA)

(ii) There is a natural periodicity isomorphism

S:HPhJA)^HPhm_2(A)

(iii) If Q c A, then HP JA) s HPhJÄ), and thus

(HC~)hJA)^HPJA).

Proof. As in [G2], there is a short exact sequence

0 -♦ Tot 77" (A) -* Tot BP(A) -4 Tot B(A)[-2] -► 0.

Replacing A with A^f, we obtain a short exact sequence of simplicial chain

complexes, and the corresponding long exact homology sequence is

• • • HChm_x(A) - (HC~)hJA) - (HP)hJA) - HChm_2(A) • • • .

Thus i) follows from 3.1. The natural shift isomorphism S: BP(A) —►

B(P)(A)[-2] induces the shift isomorphism of ii). Finally, if Q c A then

HPJA) = HPJA[t]) for all m by [K, 4.3]; iii) follows from Lemma 1.2
(cf. [W2, 5.3]).
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